SHRI SATHYAPRAMODA VIDYONNATI

SHRI LIMBADRI EDUCATIONAL TRUST’s FREE UPSC CIVILS COACHING in association with TICSA

In our society, there is no dearth of brilliant students who could not make it to the top due to various constraints including poverty, lack of proper motivation, appropriate guidance and inaccessibility to quality and education coaching. This is a sheer wastage of precious human talent.

Shri Limbadri Educational Trust seeks to tap this precious resource that has the potential to contribute to national growth.

As a part of its social responsibility, Shri Limbadri Educational Trust is sponsoring the education and Civil Services coaching for academically brilliant but economically poor students from Jawahar Navodaya Vidyalayas, Government Schools and Government Jr. Colleges in the state of Telangana.

In pursuit of this goal, Shri Limbadri Educational Trust has enlisted the support of Telangana Integrated Civil Services Academy (TICSA), Hyderabad which is providing quality coaching for Civil Services Examination along with Intermediate and B.A. in Humanities streams (HEP/HEPS/HPG) with a Gurukul format, for boys and girls since 2015. It is known for developing essential traits such as Character, Social Awareness, National Integrity and Humane approach.

TICSA’s rigorous integrated program has produced outstanding results. Its students have topped in Osmania University BA Examinations and a few of TICSA students have got selected in premier Central Universities like Jawaharlal Nehru University, Delhi University, Hyderabad Central University to pursue the post graduate programs.

Hence, Shri Limbadri Educational Trust joins hands with Telangana Integrated Civil Services Academy (TICSA)
in serving Society and Nation by helping to develop a cadre of officers who would contribute to shape the future of India.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

- The course duration is for 5 years:
  - 2 years Intermediate (Board of Intermediate Education) integrated with Civil Services components + CLAT coaching.
  - And
  - 3 years BA Degree (Osmania University) integrated with Civil Services components.
- Candidates are selected for this program based on an Entry Level Test and a one-to-one counseling to be conducted by the Trust and TICSA.
- The selected candidates are offered the courses completely free of cost. The Trust bears the Hostel and Mess Fees. TICSA bears the Tuition Fee.
- The number of candidates to be selected into the program is 25 for the academic year 2019-20.
Eligibility Criteria:
- The candidate must be exclusively from either Jawahar Navodaya Vidyalayas (JNVs) run by Ministry of HRD, Government of India OR Government High Schools (GHSs) run by Government of Telangana OR Government Jr. Colleges run by Government of Telangana. The JNVs covered under the program are those from the state of Telangana only.
- The candidate must have passed from Xth Standard in the academic year 2018-19 for admission into Intermediate. OR the candidate must have passed from Intermediate in the academic year 2018-19 for admission into B.A. 1st year.
- The candidate must be the top marks scorer from his respective school/college from VIIth to the Xth Standards and also in Xth and XIIth (wherever applicable).

Selection Procedure:
- The candidates are selected based on their performance in the Entry Level Test to be conducted by TICSA. The test examines the candidates in general knowledge and essay writing skills, basic aptitude and reasoning which are essential for clearing UPSC CSE.
- The test will be conducted in English medium only.
- The test is of Xth class Standard for admission into Intermediate and it is of XIIth class standard for admission into B.A. 1st year, with focus on the General Awareness, Comprehension and Reasoning skills.
- Duration of the Test: 2:00 Hrs.
- Maximum Marks : 100
- The Test consists of two parts:
  - Part 1: Objective Type Test.
  - Part 2: Essay Type Test.
- The top performing candidates in the Entry Level Test are shortlisted for the personal counseling of the same, by the selection body. The final list of selected candidates is announced after such counseling.

Application Procedure:
- The candidates have to apply for the program in the website of TICSA @ www.ticsa.org
- Date and Time of the Exam: To be mentioned.
- Certificates to be produced during the Entry Level Test/ during the application in website:
  - Provisional Marks List of the candidate.
  - Approval letter from the School Principal, approving that the student belongs to that particular school and he/she is the topper of the school in the Xth class Board Examinations conducted for the academic year 2018-19.
  - Bona fide certificate of good conduct from his/her school.
  - Income Certificate.
- The Trust reserves the whole rights in the selection process for the program.
- Candidates need to apply and appear for the selection procedure at their own expenses.
- Shri Limbadri Educational Trust in association with TICSA reserve every right to terminate the admission of the selected candidate during the course if he/she:
  - is found to be misbehaving on disciplinary grounds,
  - is not maintain proper attendance to the classes,
  - is under-performing in their academics.